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Verint Digital-First Engagement   
solutions power customer-centric  
experiences. 
Verint® Digital-First EngagementTM solutions can seamlessly provide your customers 
with the right experience at the right moment on their channel of choice while 
addressing fundamental changes in the future of work.



Verint Digital-First Engagement

Increasing Interactions and
Elevating Expectations

The Engagement  
Capacity Gap™

Budget & Resources

Consumer Shifts Widen the 
Engagement Capacity Gap
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Close the Engagement Capacity Gap

Ninety-four percent of CX 
professionals believe their 
customers have higher 
expectations for digital 
engagement than they did a year 
ago* – and these expectations 
continue to accelerate. It used 
to be that digital engagement 
was an email or SMS. No longer. 
Now, customers expect proactive 
engagement from a brand – zero-
click, contextual knowledge, 
automatic notification of flight 
changes, appointment reminders 
sent via messaging services, 
live support over WhatsApp. 
Not only are expectations 
higher, the technologies and 
channels required to meet these 
expectations are also increasing.

Digital engagement has become 
a business imperative. Customers 
expect to engage with a brand at 
a time and through the channel 
most convenient to them, and will 
often switch channels of their own 
accord.  

As consumers shift to digital 
channels, brands are facing an 
increasing number of interactions 
and skyrocketing expectations.  
Most businesses can’t grow their 
engagement resources at the 
same rate, creating a disparity 
between customer expectations 
and the organization’s ability to 
deliver the desired experience 
– resulting in the Engagement 
Capacity Gap™. 

The State of CX Trends Report 2021, Verint, 2021.
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Verint Digital-First Engagement

As part of Verint Customer 
Engagement Cloud Platform, 
Verint Digital-First Engagement 
solutions not only address the 
demands and expectations of the 
customer, but also the impact of 
these demands on the workforce – 
closing the Engagement Capacity 
Gap. Verint provides brands 
the channel choices customers 
expect, addressing fundamental 
changes in the future of work, 
while automating cross-channel 
interactions. Customers can 
seamlessly move from self- to 
assisted service. Interactions 
are orchestrated through an 
intelligent, single-pane experience 
in which a workforce of both 
humans and bots provides 

exceptional experiences, 
regardless of channel.
Through its Digital-First 
Engagement solutions, Verint 
can deliver around-the-clock, 
personalized service that is 
customer-centric and provides 
asynchronous experiences 
that proactively engage every 
customer with your brand. 
For example, in the event of a 
flight cancellation or a product 
update, you can instantly 
reach out to customers in their 
channel of choice and then 
continue the conversation if 
needed. Engage with your 
customers how, and more 
importantly, when, they want.

With Verint Digital-First Engagement solutions, 
you can:

Drive personalized, proactive connections 
on a customer’s channel of choice. 

Automate interactions and improve 
key metrics while elevating customer 
experience.

Combine a workforce of humans 
and bots seamlessly with intelligent 
engagement orchestration.

Harness data to drive insights and action 
with Verint Da Vinci AI and Analytics and 
the Engagement Data Hub.
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Built on the open Verint Cloud Platform, Verint Digital-First 
Engagement solutions are powered by Verint Da Vinci AI and 
Analytics to combine next-gen AI with quality customer engagement 
data and drive the AI-powered results businesses need. These 
solutions offer better customer and employee experiences at scale.

Better still, Verint Digital-First Engagement solutions work seamlessly 
with the other applications and services on Verint Cloud Platform, 
including our solutions for workforce engagement and experience 
management. So you can benefit from best-in-class solutions 
that work with your existing ecosystem to close the Engagement 
Capacity Gap, deliver better experiences across channels, and 
support a modern, distributed workforce of humans and bots.

Deliver Best-in-Class Engagement

Statistics compiled from a representative set of Verint customers. Results may not be typical.
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Verint can support all interactions, including human-to-human, human-
to-bot, and even bot-to-bot to help lower user effort and personalize 
interactions through a connected customer journey. From social 
messaging apps to SMS, customized online communities, and even 
an existing or future channel of your choice, Verint can support and 
automate customer-centric experiences across all channels:

• Seamlessly blend humans and bots.
• Support every messaging and social touchpoint.
• Power natural interactions with modern voice self-service.
• Engage and empower a thriving community for your brand.
• Effectively manage live chat and email.
• Bring your own new and existing channels.

Verint Digital-First Engagement

Verint Engagement Channels
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Verint combines cutting-edge natural language processing, machine 
learning, and robust intent understanding libraries to deliver human-
like interactions with your customers and employees across every 
channel. As a leading conversational AI solution, Verint Intelligent 
Virtual Assistant™ (IVA) powers digital, voice, and voice-based 
telephony interactions to deliver proactive, personalized interactions 
for immediate ROI and contact center savings:  

• Answer questions 24/7, across any channel in 50+ languages.
• Personalize experiences with unique offers and resources.  
• Support human-like conversations beyond FAQs. 
• Triage and escalate seamlessly to human channels. 
• Support understanding of hundreds of topics and use cases.
• Configure to support employees and engage customers.
• Automate more interactions without hiring more agents.

Verint Digital-First Engagement

Verint Conversational AI
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Verint can intelligently unify all interactions. Powering 
asynchronous, customer-centric experiences that go beyond 
channels to connect the customer journey, Verint Engagement 
Orchestration™ can help brands anticipate and orchestrate both 
the workforce and experience for the right outcome across any 
channel. It equips the workforce with a single-pane experience 
for customer engagement, unifying interactions, technologies, 
and channels with humans and bots. It can also enable you to 
optimize every interaction and provide a seamless, cross-channel 
experience while accelerating ROI:

• Orchestrate every interaction from engagement to resolution.
• Seamlessly connect a customer’s journey across channels.
• Drive intelligence across the workforce.
• Lower user effort for employees and customers.
• Blend touchpoints and interactions without increasing complexity.
• Anticipate customer needs through event-driven engagement.

Verint Engagement Orchestration

Orbital
Bank
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Verint Knowledge Management™ works at the speed of customers. 
It connects your company, customers, and bots with intelligent, 
easy-to-use knowledge. As a foundation of intelligent automation, 
Verint Knowledge Management can deliver accurate, compliant, and 
consistent answers in real time across multiple customer engagement 
touchpoints. It can help your workforce become more effective as you 
quickly identify new knowledge and expand intelligence across regions 
and locations, supporting the distributed workforce. You can: 

• Optimize experiences with contextual knowledge.
• Power quicker, smarter, customer-centric answers. 
• Continuously improves and update to keep pace with  
   customer needs.
• Apply AI for data-driven insights and enhancements. 
• Deliver intelligence everywhere for always-on automation.

Verint Knowledge Management
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Powered by Verint  
Da Vinci AI and Analytics

Infused with advanced machine 
learning models, natural 
language processing, intent 
recognition models, predictive 
modeling, and analytics engines  
embedded in Verint Cloud 
Platform, Verint Da Vinci AI and 
Analytics activates insights and 
automates experiences across 
your business. 

Built on market-leading customer 
engagement data from billions 
of real-world interactions every 
year and continuously innovated 

with expertise from Verint Labs, 
Verint Da Vinci drives a broad 
range of solutions within the 
platform. 

Verint Da Vinci elevates AI 
and analytics into insights and 
actions to turn your AI ambitions 
into meaningful and measurable 
outcomes. 

Verint Digital-First Engagement
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With Verint Cloud Platform, customers can see wide-ranging, measurable, and 
immediate results when they embrace Verint’s world-class AI technology and 
partner with our team of experts. Here are some of the ways in which our  
customers are closing The Engagement Capacity Gap with Verint:*

$42  
million cost savings 
from improved contact 
center management

44%  

reduction in customer 
engagement costs

23%  
reduction in  
employee turnover

391% 
ROI after three years

20%  
improvement in  
employee productivity

Get Immediate, 
Impactful Results

*All statistics from The Total Economic Impact™ Of Verint from Forrester, June 2021.
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